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TECHNICAL ANNEX
1.

S&T EXCELLENCE

1.1.

Challenge

1.1.1. Description of the Challenge (Main Aim)
Einstein’s theory of General Relativity (GR) celebrated its 100th anniversary last year as perhaps
the most elegant attempt by humankind to capture the laws of physics. Tested to exquisite
precision in the weak-field regime, its unique geometric structure is manifest in strong field
regions, especially around black holes (BHs). Decades of dedicated theoretical efforts were
rewarded with an ornate mathematical theory of BHs and their perturbations, establishing the
simplicity of BH spacetimes. In parallel, breakthroughs on the numerical evolution of the Einstein
field equations have taught us how BHs interact and merge, releasing huge amounts of
gravitational-wave (GW) energy.
BHs are abundant in our universe, and play a major role in stellar and galaxy evolution. As truly
relativistic objects, they are key players in the nascent field of GW astronomy. GW observations
will give us a wealth of new information on stellar evolution processes in galaxies across cosmic
ages, on galaxy assembly and BH formation and growth in the universe. They will allow us to
test GR, and possibly constrain the dark-energy equation of state. GW measurements of BH
ringdown will directly test “no-hair” results in GR, and GWs from extreme mass-ratio inspirals will
map the geometry around massive BHs (MBHs) with exquisite precision, probing the nature of
the dark objects lurking at the centres of galaxies. Coalescences of BHs of all flavours, from
stellar to supermassive, will allow stringent tests of strong gravity in the dynamical sector.
This Action aims at maintaining and consolidating European leadership in BH and GW science.
It will link 3 scientific communities that are currently largely disjoint: one specializing in GW
detection and analysis, another in BH modelling (in both astrophysical and GR contexts), and a
third in strong-gravity tests of fundamental physics, to form a single, interdisciplinary network,
facilitating a common language and a framework to discuss, interact and learn from one another.
Building bridges between these clearly interrelated fields will drive excellence in BH and GW
research in Europe. The Action will train the next generation of leaders in the field, and the very
first "native" GW/multi-messenger astronomers. It shall pave the way for European researchers
to become global leaders in the approaching age of GW physics of high precision with ground
and space-based detectors.
1.1.2. Relevance and timeliness
On September 14, 2015 at 09:50:45 UTC, the two LIGO interferometers detected a GW signal
from a merging pair of BHs. This historical discovery marks the dawn of the era of GW astronomy,
and the opening of a new window onto the hitherto invisible landscape of the “Gravitational
Universe”. Assuming GR as the correct theory of gravity, GW150914 is a first direct observation
of BHs in Nature, as well as a first observation of merging BHs. In addition, it marks the first
astronomical measure of the mass and spin of BHs using gravity’s own messenger, GWs. This
spectacular event highlights the timeliness of the topic and underlines the huge technological
progress over the last few decades. The decision of the European Space Agency (ESA) to
devote its third large-class mission (L3) to a GW space-based observatory (ESA's precursor
mission LISA Pathfinder is now successfully demonstrating the technology for a LISA-like
concept) emphasizes European interest and leadership in GW science. During the course of this
Action, it is expected that tens to hundreds of BH mergers are observed in the GW highfrequency window from the detectors that are already operating.
Gravity claims a central role in theoretical physics. Almost every grand challenge in astrophysics,
cosmology and fundamental physics – dark matter, dark energy, vacuum energy, inflation and
early universe cosmology, singularities and the hierarchy problem - includes gravity as one of its

key ingredients. Gravity represents the link between fundamental physics on the one hand and
cosmology and astrophysics on the other, becoming a subject of strong interdisciplinary interest.
The study of BHs is where theory finally meets observation in gravitational physics. BHs are the
“simplest” astrophysical objects, yet they harbour the most remarkable predictions of GR: event
horizons and singularities. GW astronomy will allow us to test models of BH formation, growth
and evolution, as well as models of GW generation and propagation. It will provide evidence for
event horizons and ergoregions, test GR itself and it may reveal the existence of new
fundamental fields. The synthesis of these results has the potential to answer some of the most
pressing issues in our understanding of the cosmos and the laws of Nature. The scientific
prospects and exciting opportunities now opened cannot be overstated, with potential paradigmshifting consequences in astrophysics, cosmology, and fundamental physics.
European researchers are playing a pivotal role in this scientific revolution. The purpose of the
Action is to consolidate, streamline and strengthen activities across Europe in order to establish
scientific leadership in the coming, formative years.
The questions addressed in this Action are cross-cutting and multidisciplinary, with an impact on
our understanding of gravity at all scales, on our perception of BH-powered phenomena and on
gravitational and fundamental physics. These touch upon some of the important challenges
associated with frontier areas that have been highlighted in the “European Strategy Forum on
Research Infrastructure” (ESFRI), the “AStroParticle ERAnet” (ASPERA) as well as in recent
reports of the US National Academy of Sciences.

1.2.

Specific Objectives

1.2.1. Research Coordination Objectives
European researchers have strong international leadership in many aspects of BH and GWs
research, but there is often only loose dialogue or interaction between groups working of BH
astrophysics and GW detection, BH/GW modelling in GR, and BHs in fundamental physics. The
Action will coordinate the efforts of these communities and promote collaboration across different
disciplines. Specifically, it will aim to
Develop, share and disseminate relevant knowledge across the wide community, forming a
single, interdisciplinary network;
Create and maintain freely available catalogues with (1) up-to-date waveform models for GW
searches, and (2) modified theories of gravity, with current observational constraints. This will be
the most comprehensive effort to date, demanding a network-wide contribution;
Perform a Europe-wide outreach action on gravitational physics, promoting public awareness
of, and engagement in, this exciting field, which is bound to enjoy much media attention in the
coming years, as more results come in from GW experiments.
Train early-stage researchers in interdisciplinary topics, and prepare them for successful
careers in research or (via acquisition of transferable skills) in the industry or education sectors.
1.2.2. Capacity-building Objectives
The Action's overarching goal is to maximize the community's ability to exploit GW observations,
and establish a base of European leadership, ready to tackle the challenges of GW astronomy
in the coming, formative years. This will be achieved by pursuing the following, specific
objectives.
o Developing and sharing knowledge on gravitational physics across the broad community.
o Establish new bridges between various European research institutions, building new
interdisciplinary tools to inform our understanding of the GW Universe.
o Train early-career investigators in a truly European network.
o Create a new, long-term, interdisciplinary research strategy on GW science, helping to
inform funding policy.
o Inform the design of future European gravitational-wave infrastructures based on the
optimization of the science outcome to cost ratio.
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1.3.

Progress beyond the state-of-the-art and Innovation Potential

1.3.1. Description of the state-of-the-art
BH binaries are ideal sources of GWs, and ideal testbeds for fundamental physics. BHs come in
a variety of mass-scales, from stellar-mass to MBHs with up to billions of solar masses. The GW
signal from coalescing BH binaries encodes information on the masses and spins of the two BHs
prior to merger and of the newly formed BH, and about gravity in the highly dynamical, nonlinear
regime, ideal for the search of new interactions (such as new fundamental degrees of freedom)
and other modifications of GR. From high-precision GW measurements one can infer properties
of the origin, evolution and environment of BHs across the entire mass spectrum. However,
extraction of all the physics encoded in the GW signal requires a deep understanding of all the
stages in the life of a BH binary, from birth to the very late stages of the inspiral and the eventual
coalescence.
The masses, spins and formation pathways of stellar-origin BH binaries are largely
unconstrained, and GW observations will provide unique insight into the processes of star
formation and evolution across all cosmic ages, which are otherwise unaccessible. Binaries of
massive stars, progenitor of BH binaries fated to coalesce, can have natal origin or can form
dynamically either in the early phases of evolution of young star clusters through star exchange,
or in the late stages of evolution of globular clusters where BHs mass-segregate and pair in
binaries. The modeling of stellar winds, supernova collapse and kicks, and of the phase of
common envelope evolution in binaries plays a key role in the formation of close BH pairs, and
in determining their rate of coalescence. Europe is leader in this field, so that when a large body
of data will soon become available from ground based detectors, one will be able to establish
how, where and when stellar-origin BH binaries form, and to trace back the overall star formation
history from a new, alternative perspective.
Similarily, the masses, spins and formation pathways of MBHs and MBH binaries in galaxies are
poorly understood. Three different scenarios have been envisaged for the formation of MBH
seeds: growth upon the remnants of the first generation of stars; mergers of stars or stellar BHs
in dense environments; or the rapid collapse of a gas cloud giving rise to a supermassive star,
which then collapses to a BH seed of order 100,000 solar masses. Electromagnetic (EM)
observations cannot distinguish between these alternatives (the first-formed MBHs and
progenitor stars are too faint to be detected even with future facilities such as JWST or ATHENA).
Though it is expected that most of the growth of MBH seeds occurred via accretion of gas during
active phases as AGN, it appears inevitable that close MBH binaries form as unescapable
consequence of galaxy assembly. GW observations of MBH colaescences will thus provide a
new and unique way to track the formation and growth of MBHs from cosmic dawn to the present,
by measuring their masses and spins, through their GW signal. Modelling MBH coalescences in
galaxy mergers is a challenging task: Initial conditions are set by cosmology on Mpc scales; the
size of the region where MBHs dominate the dynamics of gas and stars is of the order of a single
pc; accretion discs form on the milli-pc scale; and the BH themselves are a micro-pc in size.
Thus, one is required to resolve physics over some 13 orders of magnitude, on timescales
varying from Gyr to seconds. Cosmological hydrodynamical simulations (European groups have
a strong leadership) coupled with zoom-in simulations of galaxy mergers can guide us into the
dynamical process of MBH pairing. The inclusion of both GR and radiative transfer in simulations
of circumbinary accretion discs around MBH binaires provides a powerful description of
interactions that can give rise to potential EM signatures associated to GW events. It is clear
that modeling the formation and evolution of stellar-origin BH binaries and MBH binaries is
central for determing the intrinsic distributions of masses and spins, and the delay between
formation and coalescence, over cosmic time. These models are key to predict the strength of
the GW signal and detection rates, for specific GW detector designs.
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Concerning the GW signal from a BH coalescence, today it is known that when two BHs are still
relatively well separated, the dynamics and GW emission can be modelled using the PostNewtonian (PN) approximation scheme, in which the gravitational interaction is accounted for
perturbatively, order by order in the strength of the gravitational potential. The PN equation of
motion is now known analytically to 4th order beyond the Newtonian limit, and provides an
extremely accurate description of the binary dynamics except when the separation reaches a
few gravitational radii. In that very final stage of the merger (responsible for much of the GW
output) the dynamics is highly nonlinear and can be reliably modelled only by using numerical
simulations based on the full Einstein's equations. Nowadays, following the enormous progress
in Numerical Relativity (NR) in the 2000s, the spacetimes of merging BH binaries are routinely
computed numerically, and, combined with PN models of the early inspiral and BH-perturbative
models of the final ringdown, used to suitably assist the development of waveform templates for
GW detector searches.
Finally, our understanding of fundamental physics encoded in a GW signal from a BH is still in
its infancy. Though one can already use observation to put bounds on the graviton’s mass and
speed or as evidence for event horizons, light rings (null, circular geodesics) and cosmic
censorship, there is the opportunity to do far better than that. Our modelling of BH binaries takes
GR and the standard model for granted. Hence, any deviation of the modeled signal from the
observed one can potentially be due to the existence of a new field or interaction, which would
constitute a ground breaking discovery.The nonlinear regime in most alternative gravity theories
is almost entirely unexplored.
The progress in the theoretical understanding of BH physics has been paralleled by technological
advances in GW detectors. In the high-frequency band, the second generation of laserinterferometric detectors have just started operations with the first direct detection of GWs from
BHs by LIGO; the advanced version of the European Virgo detector is in commissioning stage
and should be operating in science mode by the end of the year 2016, while the GEO600 detector
remains in astrowatch mode and as a crucial technology-development project. There are plans
for a third-generation detector, the Einstein Telescope, which has been supported as Design
Study by the European Commission under the Framework Programme 7 (FP7, Grant Agreement
211743), and which will place Europe at the forefront of GW astronomy. In the low-frequency
band, LISA Pathfinder has paved the way for the future ESA-L3 GW observatory in space.
Finally, the very low-frequency band is the field of Pulsar Timing Arrays (PTA). Here, the
European consortium (European PTA) is a crucial component, operating several radiotelescopes
and collaborating (via the International PTA) with the other two PTA consortia, the Australian and
American.
1.3.2. Progress beyond the state-of-the-art
This Action will create a truly interdisciplinary network of previously disjoint communities.
The Action will improve our understanding of the formation and evolution of very massive stars
further establishing the role of metallicity content. It will exploit new ways of probing star formation
through population studies of GW sources. It will lead to a deeper understanding of gravitational
core collapse and formation and evolution of binary systems.
The Action will allow for a deeper understanding of transient phenomena in the universe, and
improve our ability to classify and distinguish different classes of transients; It will improve our
ability to model the physics of accretion and the dynamics of MBHs in simulated galactic mergers,
and to investigate on the existence of EM signatures of stellar-origin BH binary mergers.
The Action will boost the development and refinement of Effective-One-Body (EOB)-based
waveform models, through the cultivation of synergy between NR, PN, and (see below)
gravitational self-force (GSF) methods. It will oversee the continued development of new
analytical and numerical tools for modelling galactic cusp dynamics, and, combined with up-todate models of MBH and galactic cusp populations, will seek to obtain reliable predictions for
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detectable extreme-mass-ratio (EMRI) rates, redshift and parameter distributions. The Action will
seek to oversee a significant progress on all remaining problems, with the aim of delivering a suit
of codes and reliable EMRI waveform models by the end of the Action period. Of particular
importance, it will support and enhance the ongoing productive exchange between GSF
calculations and EOB studies.
Last but not least, the Action will lead to a more profound understanding of strong-gravity and
fundamental physics. It will identify the key features in the merging objects that are compatible
with observations, and strengthen, or disprove, the evidence for existence of horizons. It will
develop techniques that will allow us to carefully model BHs and BH mergers outside the realm
of GR and the standard model, thereby potentially leading to the detection, or exclusion, of new
fields and new interactions. It will coordinate a global effort to constrain alternative theories of
gravity, while making all data publicly available. It will endeavour to link GW astronomy and the
related (processed) data to other fields of physics, such as cosmology, particle physics, etc.
This Action thus naturally requires three interrelated working groups, focusing, respectively,
on (1) the astrophysics of BH formation and evolution in a cosmological context, (2) the modelling
of BH systems as sources of GWs in GR and in modified theories of gravity, and (3) the
implications for fundamental physics.
1.3.3. Innovation in tackling the challenge
This Action will oversee the development and implementation of an array of novel theoretical and
computational methods in astrophysics, BH physics and GW science. It will introduce improved
techniques for studying BH (binary) formation mechanisms. It will push the envelope in NR
technology, leading to improved models of gravitational waveforms. In particular, it will seek to
include new astrophysical effects (accretion disks, exotic matter, etc.) in NR simulations, and
adapt current NR codes to other theories of gravity.
The Action will coordinate the development of improved perturbation methods to aid the
waveform construction and science exploitation; it will stimulate the extension of perturbative
schemes to other backgrounds (beyond the BH paradigm) and to other theories, and it will
motivate the incorporation of new astrophysics and fundamental physics in the perturbative
models.
The Action will promote research aimed at understanding the impact of deviations from GR on
GW science. It will seek to obtain a clear classification of different effects and to establish suitable
parametrizations of deviations from GR for incorporation in waveform models.
The Action will install regular workshops for the training of students and other early-career
researchers, with the intention of maintaining the workshop program even beyond the Action
period. The Action will create a series of regular outreach programs in the field, establishing a
large-scale network for dissemination of GW science.

1.4.

Added value of networking

1.4.1. In relation to the Challenge
2016 marks the beginning of an era where GW observatories are, for the first time, exploring the
strong-field environment around compact objects, in particular BHs. A wealth of new data is
expected in the coming years, that can revolutionize our understanding of strong gravitational
fields and of gravitational theory itself. A proper handling of this (large) pool of data can be
achieved only through a collaborative effort in which scientific communities that traditionally work
independently are brought together to participate in the analysis of data. The resulting synergy
will lead to a comprehensive and consistent theoretical picture that interprets and explains the
observed phenomenology and uncovers the properties of matter and spacetime in its most
extreme realization. This synergy is also the optimal way to train the very first generation of GW
astronomers in what truly is an inter-disciplinary topic, while granting them access to all the main
centers in Europe and proper discussion channels with their colleagues across Europe.
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A COST Action represents therefore the best opportunity for interconnecting and educating a
class of researchers able to work across the borders of three disciplines that have been so far
fragmented. Because the Action will represent much more than the sum of the single parts, the
scientific research and production that will follow will benefit enormously and major progress will
be achieved in the understanding of some of the most fascinating objects in the universe.
There is a very large community of researchers eagerly waiting for data from GW observations.
This community is already very active and reasonably well-funded on a national level, as well as
through European frameworks like ERC. However, funding so far has mostly been channelled
through three disjoint routes, to support, independently, either work on the astrophysics of
compact objects, or work on source-modelling, or work on fundamental aspects of strong gravity.
There now emerges an important need for a European-wide support under a broader umbrella,
to promote synergistic activity within an effective interdisciplinary network. Indeed, while funding
for research in each of the relevant disciplines has been, and is, available in most member
countries, enabling the training of young scientists and the development of research lines in each
of the specific fields, very little has been done so far to break the barriers between the three
disciplines..
1.4.2. In relation to existing efforts at European and/or international level
This COST Action is unique in its breadth and depth, and does not replicate any existing effort,
but has the potential to interrelate with European and International efforts, e.g., instrumentspecific collaborations (LIGO collaboration, eLISA, EPTA, IPTA consortia). To the best of our
knowledge, there are no similar, on-going efforts at the level of COST Actions with this focus or
set of specific deliverables. Especially, in view of the recent developments in the field, there are
no other joint efforts capable to catalyse the entire community. The ongoing COST Action
CA15117 (“Cosmology and Astrophysics Network for Theoretical Advances and Training
Actions”) explores cosmological observations to constrain modified theories of gravity. The
deliverables, objectives and motivation for that Action are transversal to this Action. A possible
collaboration at the level of one deliverable of WG3 could be envision, the online catalogue of
modified theories of gravity;
Also related is the past COST Action MP0905 “Black holes in a violent universe”, no longer
active, which dealt with the physics of BHs at all scales. It therefore had a very different rationale,
was not focused on GW science and did not exploit the momentum imparted by the first ever
direct detection of GWs; it did not produce any of the deliverables proposed for the current Action
and did not mobilize the same community.
Finally, there are a handful of individual ERC grants on similar topics. Some of the grantees are
part of the Network of Proposers of this Action, which will therefore also provide an instrument
of synergy between the relevant ERC projects, enabling an important exchange of experience
and expertise. This Action places the individual grants on a larger scheme, and allows them to
reach a broader community,while exploiting their scientific excellence and expertise in directing
the science and steering the activity across the broad Action.

2. IMPACT
2.1.

Expected Impact

2.1.1. Short-term and long-term scientific, technological, and/or socioeconomic impacts
This Action will:
- Establish or strengthen the ties between European groups working in astrophysics, GW
science and fundamental physics;
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-

-

-

2.2.

Train the very first generation of "native" GW/multi-messenger astronomers, with genuinely
multidisciplinary skills oriented towards knowledge transfer and innovation to be used in both
basic research and industry;
Build an interdisciplinary European GW community that will act as a role model for the extraEuropean international communities;
Provide crucial input (waveform models) for GW detector experiments, and produce a firstever comprehensive catalogue of modified theories of gravity for use by the scientific
community.
Inform and advise funding agencies on the future of GW astronomy; Attract the general
public to the fascinating world of BHs, GWs and relativistic astrophysics and astronomy at
large.

Measures to Maximise Impact

2.2.1. Plan for involving the most relevant stakeholders
The Action will take the following steps to ensure the involvement of the entire community:
Three interdisciplinary Working Groups will be set up and meet regularly (the structure of the
Working Groups is discussed in Section 3);
Three Symbiosis Agents will be appointed, to stimulate interactions and dialogue between these
groups. These Agents will also be included in the steering committee of annual global meetings
for the entire Action;
A free-access, online repository, with input from all the community and network will be setup
and maintained. This repository will be one of the most tangible deliverables and a long-term
legacy of the Action and of tremendous utility for the community-at-large; it will contain a
database of all studied modified theories of gravity and corresponding observational bounds; it
will also feature gravitational waveforms for all known sources;
A “white-paper”, summarizing the state-of-the-art in GW science and prospects for the future,
will be prepared as the outcome of the second global Action meeting;
A series of schools and workshops aimed specially at early-career Investigators will be
regularly organized;
Detailed plans will be made for early-career investigators to spend time in other institutions,
where they can benefit from dialogue with colleagues with complementary expertise, learning
new tools and establishing cross-disciplinary collaborations;
Likewise, exchange visits of senior and junior scientists will be planned regularly;
Special attention will be given to dissemination of results and outreach to the wider
community. A webpage will be set up with data, plots, diagrams etc freely available to all scientific
community to use in public talks. The Action will nominate a member in charge of the outreach
efforts, to coordinate several disjoints efforts currently on-going at individual levels (e.g., ones
funded by ERC grants, etc). Finally, a short movie, a TV documentary and book will be released
to reach the wider European society;
Finally, the Action will actively promote women to leading and coordinating positions and will
appoint a member in charge of coordinating gender representation and diversity within the
Action.
2.2.2. Dissemination and/or Exploitation Plan
The science protagonists of this Action -- BHs and GWs -- have an incredible potential to capture
human imagination and the attention of the global society. Such potential can be capitalized
upon, moreover, to attract young minds towards science. In this respect, this Action could hardly
be more timely; the recent announcement of the direct detection of GWs got worldwide media
coverage and the public is not only willing, but actually wanting, to be given more quality outreach
from scientists, deciphering these topics for the laymen. To fulfil this pressing need, a number of
multimedia contents and outreach events will be produced, making the science and networking
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produced in this Action reach the society as a whole. The outreach information will be centralized
in the website of this COST Action, containing a non-technical description of the work done and
updated information about public talks and other events by network members, which should be
delivered on a regular basis:
1) One short movie (1-2 minutes duration) explaining the science of this COST network. This will
be produced during the first year of the network and released in its second year, through the
Action
website,
youTube,
social
networks
and
television
stations.
2) One television documentary on "Gravitational Wave science in Europe" (30 min - 1 hour
length). This will feature multimedia original contents for understanding the science of the
network, footage of experimental facilities and research centres, together with interviews of
network scientists. A partnership with one or more television networks will be sought. This will
be
released
during
the
final
year
of
the
network.
3) An accompanying photography book of the documentary, featuring images of the science,
science infrastructures and scientists involved in this Action, with descriptive texts and eyecatching images.

2.3.

Potential for Innovation versus Risk Level

2.3.1. Potential for scientific, technological and/or socioeconomic innovation
breakthroughs
This Action will bring together leading experts in astrophysics, GW-science, BH physics and
theoretical physics, to create a unified vision of the field. This merging will require state-of-theart knowledge in the different fields and will establish a new framework of dialogue in GWscience, with innovative outputs: a complete repository with waveforms and modified gravity
theories, representing the very best available today. The Action will produce new, innovative
means of engaging the society in GW- and BH-physics (c.f.Section 2.2.2).
The overarching goal of the Action carries almost no risk. GW detectors started making
observations, the community and tools to analyse them are in place. The only foreseeable risk
lies in no more GW event occurring in the next 5 years. Even in such an extremely unlikely
scenario, the Action would make substantial progress in almost all fronts, as they involve theory
and code development mostly. Overall therefore, this Action presents a good balance between
risk and gain.

3. IMPLEMENTATION
3.1.

Description of the Work Plan

3.1.1.

Description of Working Groups

As motivated in Section 1.3.2, this Action is naturally divided into three Working Groups:
WG1: Astrophysics and Cosmology
BHs are amongst the most fundamental and extreme gravity objects in the universe. However,
their astrophysics remains amongst the most poorly understood due to limitations in present EM
observations. To understand the universe and its evolution better, as this working group tackles
head-on, an in-depth and urgent understanding of black-hole binaries (BHBs), their formation,
evolution and fate are crucial. BH Binaries, as GW sources, will shed light on processes
governing star formation and evolution, galactic clustering and phenomena like quasars and
gamma-ray bursts (GRBs), from cosmic dawn to the present. The GW signal from coalescing
binaries carries detailed information on the masses and spins of the original BHs and of the
newly formed BH. From these GW measurements this COST Action will infer properties on the
origin, evolution and environment of BHs across the entire mass spectrum, from stellar-origin
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BHs to giant BHs at the centres of galaxies. On the other hand, EM observations provide
orthogonal and complementary information on the energetics, immediate environment, and host
galaxies of BHBs; these are now attainable due to the advent of wide-field optical and radio timedomain telescopes. When possible both EM and GW observations are required to complete the
picture and to place BH births, their evolution and fate in their full astronomical context. As
discussed below, WG1 aims at making key advances in our understanding of the astrophysics
of stellar-mass, intermediate and supermassive BHs. In addition, beyond their characterisation
and independently of the cosmological distance ladder, GW and EM observations of BHB
mergers can map out the expansion history of the universe, by constraining the Hubble's
parameter and the equation-of-state of dark energy.
Stellar-mass BHs: the discovery of GW150914 has highlighted the existence of heavy stellarorigin BHs (of ~30 solar masses) that may form in low metallicity environments. Population
synthesis models predict a bimodal distribution for the formation time of GW150914, with a peak
only 2 Gyr from the big bang, and a second in the recent past (11 Gyr). With LIGO and Virgo, it
is also expected to detect BH-neutron star binaries, which should be accompanied
by detectable EM emission due to delayed matter outflows from their mergers. Indeed, around
25 EM observatories followed-up the discovery of GW150914, providing an excellent practice
run for future EM follow-up observations. Thus fundamentally new questions arise: how, when
and where do heavy stellar-origin BH binaries form and in which type of galaxy? Is there a
maximum mass for a stellar BH and if so, how does its value depend on properties of the
environment? Do stellar binary BH and BH-neutron star mergers have EM counterparts? How
can these EM counterparts be indentified using transient surveys in the optical and radio (such
as LOFAR, MeerKAT, GOTO, BlackGEM, SKA, LSST) with significant EU leadership and
involvement? If so, what does the combined GW-EM information give us about the merger
process and BH births? To answer these fundamental questions, synergy is required among
participants experts on astronomical observations of transient sources as GRBs, on stellar
formation and evolution models, on GW detections and on EM counterparts. This COST Action
will permit for the first time: i) to constrain the formation and evolution processes of very massive
stars; ii) to discover new ways to probe star formation through population synthesis studies of
GW sources; iii) to shed light on the fundamental link between metallicity and BH formation; and
iv) to understand core collapse and the formation of extreme gravity binary systems.
Intermediate-mass BHs (IMBHs): On theoretical grounds it is expected taht BHs to form also with
intermediate sizes – with masses ranging from hundreds to thousand solar masses – that must
have been created when the universe was very young, from the first generation of giant stars or
enormous gas clouds that collapsed into BHs. If that is the case, then the space surrounding
galaxies should contain some stray IMBHs, leftovers from failed galaxy mergers or primordial
distributions. Although there are strong indications for the existence of IMBHs, no direct evidence
has been found as of yet but this hypothesis can be tested with new GW detectors. To answer
fundamental questions on the existence of IMBHs, expertise is required from N-body simulation
modellers, GW observers and modellers, EM transient observers. This COST Action will address
the following questions: Is the desert between stellar mass and MBHs (binaries) inhabited by
BHs which are unable to be seen due incompleteness in observationally EM-flux limited
samples? Does the formation of BH seeds require a peculiar environment (of low metallicity),
and/or a specific cosmic epoch to occur? Do IMBH mergers have EM counterparts?
Massive BHs (MBHs): Coalescing MBHs of mass in the range of thousand to 10 million solar
masses are sources detectable by the space-based interferometer eLISA out to redshift z~15.
Soltan's arguments tells us qualitatively that a large fraction of the today's MBH mass density
has been accumulated via gas accretion. However large uncertainties exist, partly because of
the extrapolation of relations and fits, partly because some AGN are missing from EM surveys.
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The rate and typical mass ratios of mergers detectable with eLISA and PTA can help in
estimating how much MBHs grow by mergers alone, and trace their whole history. GW
observations are complementary to those from the EM universe. Joint GW-EM observations of
100s of MBH mergers could constrain the dark-energy equation of state to several %,
independent of the systematics that plague other standard candle measurements. To make
progress, this COST Action will answer a number of critical questions: What is the contribution
of MBH mergers to MBH growth? How fast do MBHs spin? Do BHs stall forever or merge? Are
stars or gas the main drivers of their final evolution toward coalescence in galaxies? How can
one identify in EM surveys or targeted observations close MBH binaries on their way to
coalesce? Can one identity the host galaxy of a GW event that PTA or eLISA will register in the
data stream? How much do they grow during their coasting to coalescence and what is their spin
evolution? On a theoretical level, how EM luminous are MBH binaries on their way to
coalescence? The answer to these questions must combine expertise on state-of-the-art
simulations of galaxy collisions with observations of galaxy mergers and AGN phenomena in the
domain of Transient Astronomy, studies of the processes of fueling of AGN with numerical
modeling of circumbinary discs around MBH binaries. This COST Action will ensure that: i)
progress is made with transient phenomena in the universe, and improvement in our ability to
classify and distinguish different classes of transients; and ii) models of the physics of accretion
and dynamics of MBHs in simulated galactic mergers are improved, either increasing the
resolution or improving the recipes of "subgrid physics."
WG2: Source modelling
The remit of WG2 is broadly defined as the modelling of physical systems involving BHs within
GR. This covers formation and growth of astrophysical BHs in a cosmological context, the
dynamics of inspiral and merger in BH binaries as sources of GWs, and strong-field BH
interactions as probes of gravitational theory itself. This is a cross-disciplinary modelling effort
spanning a range of fields, from cosmology and galactic dynamics to mathematical relativity and
high-energy physics. At the core of the modelling challenge lie several key topics in
contemporary physics, including the question of structure formation in the universe, the problem
of motion and radiation reaction in GR, and similar explorations in modified theories of gravity.
Foremostly, the modelling of binary BHs - their astrophysical merger scenarios, event rates, and
GW signals - is a crucial component in the experimental effort to detect GWs: it underpins the
science case for detector projects, informs design decisions, enables the detection of weak
signals using matched filtering, and is necessary for the interpretation and full science
exploitation of detected signals. WG2 will coordinate the efforts of an already-very-active
community of theorists working on BH modelling in Europe.
Up until now, calculations for the formation and growth of MBHs relied on analytical or semianalytical approximate methods. A goal of the Action is to utilize new simulations in cosmological
hydrodynamics in order to refine predictions of detection rates and parameter distributions and
make them more robust. The Action will promote and enhance synergy among European groups
working on models of gas and star dynamics around MBHs in order to determine their effect on
both MBH growth (going beyond current empirical prescriptions) and the merger dynamics.
Furthermore, despite all the progress in the description of the final stages in the merger of two
BHs (described in Section 1.3.1), important challenges remain. First, NR simulations of merging
BHs are extremely computationally expensive, so they must be augmented with efficient semianalytical and phenomenological models that interpolate over the parameter space. There is an
ongoing effort to develop and refine such models. Second, there is a need to extend the reach
of NR simulations in parameter-space, particularly to higher mass ratios. There has been much
progress in tackling both challenges using the framework of the EOB formalism, which aims to
provide a universal, semi-analytical model of the binary dynamics. The Action will boost the
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development and refinement of EOB-based waveform models, through the cultivation of synergy
between NR, PN, and (see below) self-force methods.
The modeling challenge takes a very different form when the mass ratios are very large, as in
EMRIs (1:10^4 - 10^7), which are prime targets for low-frequency GW astronomy.
EMRI formation scenarios include wide-angle scattering of galactic-cusp compact objects, tidal
separation of compact binaries, and tidal stripping of giant stars. In the standard scenario the
galactic-cusp object is scattered onto an orbit that passes sufficiently close to the central MBH
that it is gravitationally captured on a highly eccentric orbit. The object then gradually loses
energy (and its orbit circularises) via emission of bursts of GWs near the periapsis. For the last
few years of inspiral the object is on a tight (possibly still rather eccentric) orbit around the BH,
radiating energy equivalent to some 10% of its rest-mass energy over some 10^5 cycles of
continuous GWs in the eLISA band. EMRI orbits are extremely complicated, experiencing
extreme relativistic precession and other strong-field effects. The emitted GWs encode this
complexity, making EMRIs ideal natural probes of MBH physics and, more fundamentally, of
strong-field gravity. The astrophysical rate of such events is still poorly constrained, despite much
work. Direct N-body simulations of the entire cusp are computationally prohibitive because of the
large range of dynamical scales and long integration time required. Smaller-scale N-body
simulations have revealed various new physical mechanisms that control the dynamics and the
coupling between the strong-filed physics near the MBH and the Newtonian dynamics on pc
scales. These processes are only partially understood. Important physical processes include
resonant relaxation and its quenching by relativistic precession close to the MBH (the
``Schwarzschild barrier'' effect) and these are hard to account for in the model. This complexity
of the dynamics, combined with the fact that the mass functions and other relevant parameters
of both MBHs and compact cusp objects are still poorly constrained, means that detection rates
are hard to predict. Current estimates suggest that a LISA-type instrument could observe 10s1000s EMRIs, perhaps out to z as high as a few. This range accounts for uncertainties in the
final instrumental design of eLISA and in BH properties, such as rotation rates, but not the
additional uncertainties that arise from the complex physics of EMRI formation described above.
These uncertainties are hard to quantify, but could add an additional order of magnitude or more.
The Action will oversee the continued development of new analytical and numerical tools for
calculating the cusp dynamics, and, combined with up-to-date models of MBH and galactic cusp
populations, will seek to obtain reliable predictions for detectable EMRI rates, redshifts and
parameter distributions.
The detection and interpretation of EMRI signals requires accurate waveform models, which, in
turn, requires a detailed model of the GR dynamics in the EMRI system. Since the interesting
part of the radiative evolution occurs entirely within just a few gravitational radii from the MBH, a
PN description is inadequate, while current NR technology cannot efficiently handle the disparate
scales and long evolution time. Instead, the problem of EMRI dynamics lends itself most naturally
to a perturbative description based on an expansion in the small mass ratio: At the zeroth order
the orbit is a geodesic of the background (Kerr) spacetime of the MBH, and at subsequent orders
the orbiting object experiences an effective Gravitational Self-Force (GSF) due to interaction with
its own gravitational perturbation. The orbit can be described in terms of a slow, GSF-driven
evolution of 3 (generally incommensurate) frequencies and corresponding positional elements
(phases). The last 20 years have seen a great progress on both foundation and computation of
the GSF in curved spacetime, and codes now routinely calculate EMRI orbits and emitted GW
waveforms for ever more realistic configurations. But important challenges remain. These include
(1) the extension of existing codes to incorporate fully generic, tri-periodic orbits (current codes
are limited to 2-periodic orbits); (2) the design and implementation of a suitable multipletimescale orbital evolution scheme for an efficient phase-coherent integration of the orbit over
the long inspiral, including a proper treatment of resonant crossings (when two of the
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fundamental frequencies are in resonant ratios); (3) the inclusion of dissipative effects that are
quadratic in the mass ratio (``second-order GSF'') yet have an important accumulated effect that
must be accounted for in the design of search templates for GW detectors. The Action will seek
to oversee a significant progress on all remaining problems, with the aim of delivering a suit of
codes and reliable EMRI waveform models by the end of the Action period. Of particular
importance, the Action will support and enhance the ongoing productive exchange between GSF
calculations and EOB studies.
WG3: Black holes and fundamental physics
The main goal of WG3 is to use BHs as natural laboratories for gravity and fundamental physics.
Hence, its mandate is threefold: (i) it will use data from observations (WG1) and modelling (WG2)
in order to vindicate/disprove theoretical predictions regarding the structure and properties of
BHs; (ii) It will obtain novel predictions and use them to guide targeted observations and
modelling; (iii) it will act as a link between this COST Action and other communities (e.g.
cosmology and theoretical physics) that use different experiments/observations and/or
theoretical frameworks in order to gain a deeper understanding of gravity.
One of the key questions to answer is whether current and future observations can conclusively
tell that BHs actually exist. For instance, it is clear that the orbits of stars near Sagittarius A* and
their proper motions are consistent with the existence of a MBH, or that GW150914 can be fitted
with the GW emission of a BH binary. However, completely excluding any other possibility
requires a careful assessment of the alternatives, and it is quite unlikely that isolated
observations can give the answer. Completion of this theoretical program will inform us on the
likelihood that GW-observations are compatible only with event horizons, and will clarify the role
that light rings play in dynamical spacetimes. This working group will spell out the conditions
under which classes of compact objects can mimic BH observations in the GW band and which
classes of objects are excluded.
Suppose however that one is willing to use as a working hypothesis that the object in questions
are indeed BHs. What can observations and modelling tell us about their nature? GR predicts
that BHs are remarkably simple and can be described just by their mass, angular momentum
(and perhaps a negligible electromagnetic charge) --- this is the well-known "no-hair" statement.
If observations were to disagree with this prediction, they could reveal the existence of a new
field, e.g. a scalar field. Such a deviation from GR could have profound consequences on our
understanding of fundamental fields and interactions and on the behaviour of gravity at high
energies. There are two distinct routes that could be fruitful in this direction. One can attempt to
construct theory-independent parametrizations for the deviation from the GR prediction. The
advantage of this approach is that it sets asides theory biases and allows one to work directly
with the data. The disadvantage is that there is a very large number of possible deviations and
very little motivation for choosing among them without the guidance of the theory. The second
approach is to consider specific alternative gravity theories and obtain precise BH (or other
compact objects) solutions which can be compared with observations. The advantage then is
that one could have exact results and a clear motivation. The disadvantage is that the results
are clearly theory dependent. It seems most prudent to follow both approaches in parallel.
Combined, they will not only be able to tell us about the structure of BHs but they are also
expected to provide novel, stringent constraint on some alternative theories of gravity, deep in
the strong field regime.
It should be stressed, however, that GR is not the only theory in which BHs are remarkably
simple. In fact, it shares BH solutions with many other theories, e.g. scalar-tensor theories and
f(R) gravity. The different structure of the underlying theory is probed when the black hole
geometry is disturbed dynamically, as in any process giving rise to GW emission. In other words,
to fully understand the gravity theory one needs to go a step beyond the simple stationary
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description. A careful modelling of the environment, the study of BH perturbations, or the
dynamics of the BHs when they form part of a binary are all known to lead to deviations from the
GR predictions. In fact, they have been repeatedly shown to lead to "smoking gun" effects.
Identifying such effects is highly desirable as it can guide observations.
A major advantage of using BHs in order to test the limits of GR is that one is actually probing
the strong, non-linear regime. This is important because the weak-field regime is already rather
tightly constrained, while the strong field regime is largely unexplored. The results will add a
very important piece to a larger puzzle, that is the effort to test and constrain GR and its
alternatives over the widest possible range of length scales. To this end, close ties are planned
to be established with scientists and groups that exploit cosmological data for the same purpose.
This will be achieved through a key initiative dubbed the "Gravity Data Group", whose aim will
be to collect and comprehensively present all possible constraints on gravity theories, to develop
a common language that will facilitate cross-disciplinary interaction and to organise interaction
events (workshops, conferences, online discussions) with wide participation.
This WG will also build bridges with the broader theoretical physics community. The importance
of BHs for fundamental physics and quantum gravity cannot be overstated. BH spacetimes
contain singularities, which is precisely where GR is supposed to break down. Quantum field
theory in BH spacetimes and BH thermodynamics are a poor man's probe into quantum gravity.
Unfortunately, current observations are far from probing the quantum gravity regime, but this
does not mean that they might not contain useful hints. To give an example, the very notion of a
BH is based on Lorentz-symmetry as an exact symmetry. Even tiny violations from Lorentzinvariance, which are present in some quantum gravity candidates, could qualitatively change
how we even define a BH and cast doubt on whether BHs can actually exist. Though this COST
Action plans to make direct contact to observations, efforts will be made to exploit them in order
to get the deepest possible insights into the fundamental aspects of gravity.

The three WGs are interconnected in several ways: WG1 informs WG2 on the number of
expected sources per frequency bin in a given detector, while WG2 results will contribute to
constrain the classes of theories and objects in WG3. In turn, the landscape of theories and
compact objects not ruled out at this stage will be re-processed by WG1 and WG2.
WG1 requires WG2 templates for signal processing (through, e.g. matched filtering), while WG3
uses the end result of GW detections to do fundamental physics, such as imposing limits on the
mass of the graviton, provide evidence for horizons or light rings, etc. All three WGs inform policy
makers and funding agencies on the science that can be done with GW and EM detectors.
3.1.2. GANTT Diagram
ACTIVITY/YEAR

1

1

2

2
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3
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4
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x

x

x
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x

x

x
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x
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x
x

x
x

x

x
x

x
x

x
x

x
x

x

x
x

x
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OTHER ACTIVITIES
Kick-off Meeting

x
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x
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x
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x
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x

WG/SA Meetings

x

Outreach

x

x
x

x

Final Conference

x

x
x

x

x

x
x

x
x

3.1.3. Risk and Contingency Plans
The only remaining risk is associated with one deliverable: the online catalogue featuring
waveforms and alternative theories. It requires a truly global community contributing to the effort.
To minimize the risk, first efforts have already started at the proposal stage to mobilize key
players for this initiative.

3.2.

Management structures and procedures

The management of this Action has a well-defined structure to ensure that all goals are met. It
will conform to the COST document “Rules for Participation in and Implementation of COST
Activities”.
(a) Management
Management Committee (MC). The Action will be governed by the MC, which will be chaired
by the Action Chair (AC), assisted by a vice-Chair (AVC).
Work Group Leaders (WGL). The WGLs will preside over the coordination of the different WGs,
ensuring that the scientific goals are met and that the recommendations of the SAs are
implemented and pursued. They will meet face-to-face twice a year during the “hands-on”
workshops and at least every two months via teleconferencing together with the SAs.
Symbiosis Agents (SA). The SAs will be responsible for the synergy between two or more WGs
and will provide recommendations to the WGLs.They will meet face-to-face twice a year during
the “hands-on” workshops and at least every two months via teleconferencing together with the
WGLs.
Topic Leaders (TL). Each WGL will nominate a TL to supervise one of the several activities in
its WG. As a result, there will be a TL for WG1a, one TL for WG1b, and so on. TLs will be selected
among junior scientists who wish to acquire management skills. They will meet face-to-face twice
a year during the “hands-on” workshops and at least once a month via teleconferencing.
Website Manager (WM). The WM will preside over the building and maintenance of the Website.
The WM will have monthly teleconferencing meetings with the Outreach and Database
Coordinator for improvements and updates of the Website.
Diversity Adviser (DA), in charge of gender equality, geographical representation and other
equality issues.
Outreach Coordinator (OC). The OC will be responsible for the organization of the outreach
and dissemination activities of the Action. The OC will manage a yearly budget allocated to
outreach initiatives and will collaborate with the WM on the outreach and dissemination area on
the Website.
Database Coordinator (DC). The DC will be responsible for editing and organizing the content
of the online catalogue on waveforms and constraints on gravity theories from GW observations.
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Steering Committee (SC). A SC will be appointed by the MC to ensure a more efficient
management. It will be composed of: the AC and the AVC, the WGLs, the SAs, the DC, the DA
the OC and the WM, for a total of 12 members. The SC will be responsible for the preparation of
all the documents required for the MC meetings and will propose most of the initiatives of the
Action. The members of the SC will be elected in the kick-off meeting and their activities approved
by the MC.
(b) Scientific Coordination and Networking
Scientific coordination and networking will be achieved through the following activities:
1. Workshops and Training Schools. An annual Workshop will be organized during the four
years of the Action and the first three Workshops will be held if possible in conjunction with a
Training School. Each Training School will have a special but not exclusive focus on one of the
three WGs of the Action. Each Workshop will provide a complete view of the research on BHs,
covering therefore topics in astrophysics, gravitational physics and source modelling and
fundamental physics. The Workshops will also be used by WGLs and SAs to report, advise and
plan future research, while by the MC during MC meetingq for administrative and steering
purposes. Near the end of the Action there will be an interdisciplinary world-scale conference
that will reflect the leading role of Europe in the field and will serve as a platform for discussing
the future of the activities.
2. Hands-on (scientific strategic) workshops. WGLs and/or SAs will meet in short,
concentrated, smaller-scale meetings with the TLs to ensure active collaboration within WGs and
among WGs. Together with meetings at the time of the general Workshop, WGLs, TLs and SAs
will also meet at least once more a year (preferably 6 months after the main Workshop). These
additional meetings can take place at different times and places depending on the agendas of
the different WGs. WGLs and SAs will also have monthly meetings via teleconferencing facilities.
3. Seminar sharing. a biweeklyseminar series via telecom will be established, and all seminars
scheduled on the Website will be shared via videoconferencing to all the institutions.
4. Dissemination of the Action. A Website will be built following the COST rules . Dissemination
will include information about research activities, workshops, training schools, training courses,
seminars, job opportunities, and gender forum.

3.3.

Network as a whole

The Network of Proposers is gender-balanced (42% females and 58% males), and will guarantee
an appropriate gender representation throughout the Action. The Network of Proposers
represents 10 European countries, and the Action is currently supported by over 50 colleagues
from 14 countries. This wide – and growing - support will ensure an appropriate geographical
balance, which will be strengthened through a carefully considered geographical distribution of
workshop locations.
The Network of Proposers includes leading experts in source modelling, observations and
fundamental physics, country representatives of the L3 mission at ESA, of Virgo, LIGO, and ET
telescopes, and ERC grantees. Thus, the Network of Proposers represents all the scientific
aspects of the Action as well as the key players in the field in Europe. This will not only contribute
to a proper dialogue with the different communities involved, but will also ensure that the Action
will have an impact on the European policies and on the training of the next generation of
scientists.
Scientific coordination and networking will be achieved through the activities outlined previously,
which also guarantee a proper distribution of tasks, responsibilities and training capabilities.
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